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Flight Force 4 is a space themed, player vs player, first person
shooter game building from the ground up with expansion,
scalability, and sustainability in mind! The game itself is based on a
war between the Defenders (Humans) and the X-ions (Aliens) in the
year 2087 across 5 planets! 

The game is being built in Unreal Engine 5 by Dream Ink Studios. It
combines all the features you've come to see from the top
traditional gaming platforms both visually, but also in gameplay
mechanics. The game will have players coming back for more as
they level up, progressing through each map, upgrading their
characters and weapons along the way, regardless of the ability to
earn or not. 

This is a focus for us - users will be able to gain slight advantage over
opponents by leveling up and purchasing in-game items and
upgrades via our in-game store. For example, a new weapon may
cause slightly more damage to an opponent than another, or an
armor upgrade may protect a user slightly more than the standard
armor. However, a good gamer will still be a force to be reckoned
with regardless of their characters and items! Keep up with all our
video updates on the game via our website (www.flightforce4.com)
and social accounts!

T H E  G A M E  &
T H E  V I S I O N



The advantages that FF4 have over traditional gaming, is we have
an incredible game, but we also incorporate the benefits of web3.
First, by integrating NFTs as the playable characters, which allows
our gamers to own their own unique 3D characters which no one
else has. 
Secondly, by incorporating a token system which allows users to
earn tokens to either buy in-game items, or to cash out. 
Thirdly, by creating an in-game rental hub which will allow users
to rent out their characters and items to other players, including
our gaming guild player base, to earn passively!



N F T
C H A R A C T E R S
&  I T E M S
Access to our game will be by holding any of our NFT character
collections. These characters are your access card to everything we
are building, from our game, access to our custom multiverse
worlds, and our holder only discord channels! There are two
character types - Defenders, and X-ions, both have multiple classes
and their own unique benefits. Each 2D NFT will give you access to
the 3D counterpart in the game - Built in Unreal Engine 5, and the
Multiverse - Built in Unity, opening up the possibilities to use these
characters on multiple platforms in the near future too. 

Don't forget these NFTs not only have their own amazing visual
traits including 50+ rare 1 of 1 special characters, but each character
and planet holds unique in-game traits and perks too!
 There is an "in-game perk rank" total for each NFT!



We have stacked our NFT utility and value in our holders favor. By not
using VC funding, we put the power in our holders hands by giving them
10% of our total token supply! To put into context how many tokens this is
- normally 5% of tokens are often reserved for VC groups, our NFT holders
will be getting double that. 

This means our holders will be huge stake holders in this project! We like
this model much better, because these are our community members,
gamers, and holders who see the value in holding their tokens and
utilizing the platform we are building! You don't have to worry about
tiered token sales users dumping tokens every month or so, devaluing
the token. So, in return for their early support - we are heavily rewarding
NFT holders with not only tokens, but other NFTs! Both of our first 2
collections include a second character claim. So already, users have 1 NFT
to use, and 1 to rent out to begin earning passively while enjoying our
game too! There are many other benefits to being a holder including first
access to the Multiverse for OG holders, along with closed beta testing of
the game! Without doubt, our NFTs are your best point of access to value
in this project in many ways!

N F T  
U T I L I T Y  &
B E N E F I T S



We have been building this game with the very talented Dream Ink
Studios and their team. We are super impressed by not only the
quality of their work but the speed of which they are able to build.
They are already ahead of schedule which is unheard of and very
impressive in web3!

On initial launch, Flight Force 4 will be a free downloadable app for
PC/Mac, we also plan to move to mobile and console too! Users will be
able to connect custom controllers and change controls to suit much
like many other games. From there, users will need to connect to the
app with their wallet holding their official FF4 NFT to gain access to
the game. There will be a training base (as seen below) with shooting
range along with a fully functional practice map where users can
learn to play and get accustomed to new weapons or perks. 

G A M E



Once up to speed on how the game and controls work, users will gain
access to the first 2 maps where upon entering the game app users will
have 2 options, "Tournament mode" and "Play mode". Tournament mode
will be a central hub where users can create tournaments using a
contract system where players will "buy in" to tournaments using FX &
FXG tokens creating large prize pools. Flight Force 4 will also create large
scale tournaments using this same system offering up extra prizes like
USDC, NFTs and tokens. Tournament mode will be a high stakes, high
earning mode for gamers to put their skills to the test against the best
players in the system. This is where legends and fortunes will be made!

Play mode will be a "free to play/play & earn mode where players can
enter a game lobby on their chosen map. Once the lobby fills to the
minimum players required the game will commence and players can
level up and earn tokens in their own time through a combination of skill,
play time, kills, finishing top on the leaderboards at the end of matches +
more! Initially both modes will begin in a timed deathmatch with other
popular match styles like capture the flag coming soon after!



Users will have many ways to level up and earn tokens. The most
obvious is that every kill will be worth tokens, headshots will also be
worth more. Your KD (kill to death) ratio at the end of each map will
be taken into account. If you are one of the top ranked players at the
end of the match you will also earn tokens dependent on where you
finish. Users will also earn tokens, just from playing the game
regardless of their success in the game, however, idle players trying
to "farm tokens" will be kicked if they violate our idle player timeout
system. 

There will also be many other ways to earn FX tokens, especially as
we expand and integrate other match types! One huge way to earn
tokens, will be to enter FF4 tournaments where there will be large
prize pools available, there will be token "buy ins" to enter and prizes
for the top finishers! This will include rare NFTs, and large token
hauls! This is going to be a huge part of this game!

H O W  T O  L E V E L  U P
A N D  E A R N  T O K E N S  I N
T H E  G A M E



Flight Force 4 will begin with 2 maps on launch, this will include full
functionality of our NFT rental contracts, and token swap hubs. From
there, we will continue to create new maps which will expand on
existing maps over time creating one giant map. Users will be
incentivized to advance to these new maps by leveling up, gaining
certain in game items, or purchasing map passes. We have 5 planets
starting with Kalleon that will all have their own unique scenery and
overall feel! 

This also means there will be room for spaceships and interplanetary
travel! Users will be incentivised via our token boost system to
advance from older maps to newer maps. We then increase the
token boost on new maps and decrease the token boost on old
maps. This will encourage users to level up their rank to access each
new map and keep advancing in the game! This creates an infinitely
scalable model when you combine 5 planets all offering something
different to the other!

H O W  W I L L  T H E  G A M E
E X P A N D  A N D  S C A L E ?



We have already started accepting applications for scholarships and
have access to thousands of players across multiple platforms. This
will allow us to have a very healthy userbase as soon as the game
launches! It also gives us the added benefit of hand selecting players
from our Gaming Guild to help test and improve the game while in
beta testing! This game is going to be built right, it will be very
enjoyable, very high quality with smooth gameplay physics, and our
community and gaming guild will be a big part of helping us to get
people coming back for more!

From there, we will hold tournaments that have players live
streaming their games and tournaments, showing the world how
good the game is, but that you can also earn from playing it! Until we
launch, there is no way to know how much users can earn yet - that
will play out in real time with the token price, combined with how
many tokens a good player can earn over a period of time. However,
we are building something here which we want to be sustainable.
For that to work, our revenue generating model needs to revolve
around appealing to users who will still play the game if the earning
potential does not appeal to a certain demographic. This is where we
continue to grow our gaming guild by obtaining more NFTs that we
can rent out for scholarships. From here, the game and revenue
system become infinitely scalable.

H O W  D O  W E  E X P A N D
O U R  U S E R B A S E ?



We are using an innovative 2 token system. One token (FX) for all in-
game earning by playing and leveling up. Also, all in game purchases will
be with FX token, and all tokens used for purchases will go to a treasury
wallet to be used for FXG token buy backs/burns. Our second token (FXG)
is what users will redeem their FX tokens for to cash out and trade for
other crypto currencies as well as earn staking rewards. FX, will have zero
value, but instead be permanently set by contract to always be
redeemable per token for $0.10 of our FXG token. This will also protect our
users form the volatility of crypto. Users will need to "claim" their earned
FX tokens, as FX tokens are claimed in the game, they are minted in real
time to the users wallet. 

When swapping from FX to FXG, a tax is implied, this tax will go to the
same treasury wallet as above for token buy backs/burns creating a
deflationary token supply. This will be beneficial for FXG holders as well as
help the sustainability of the project! Not only will FXG be deflationary,
but once the total FXG token supply is circulating, FF4 will be forced to
market buy FXG tokens so there are always FXG tokens in our swap hub.
This should increase FXG token value. The tax/fee structure will also
provide staking rewards for users as we will have staking for both tokens,
each having different incentives/rewards, this will happen in our in-game
staking portal/rental hub.

Our tokens play a massive role in our project on all levels. Every
transaction within the game will accrue fees for token buy backs/burns.
You can already earn and attain FX tokens in our discord which can be
used to purchase our NFTs, along with claimed 1:1 for in game FX tokens.
These FX tokens will also be in our Multiverse world when it launches mid
November.

T O K E N S



NFT Holders token claim = 10% (25% claimable at Token Generation
Event (TGE) for minted collections, 25% 6 months after TGE, 25% 12
months after TGE, 25% 18 months from TGE)
Flight Force 4 treasury = 15% (4 year quarterly vesting, 3 month cliff
from TGE)
Team = 15% (4 year quarterly vesting, 3 month cliff from TGE)
Initial Liquidity = 10%

FX tokens: FX will be minted in real time as users claim them in-game.
(No max supply).

Token Supply of FXG (max. 1 Billion) - Initial supply allocated as below:

NFT Holders token claim: 

Tokens assigned to each NFT collection to be claimed over an 18 month
period.
Flight Force 4 treasury: 

Funds to be used to progress the game, cover day to day costs, game
studio, marketing, and overall expansion.
Team: 

Tokens allocated to Flight Force 4 employees, team, and staff.
Initial Liquidity: 

Token supply available for public trading at TGE.

10%

15%

15%

10%

50%

NFT Holders 

FF4 Treasury

Team

Initial liquidity

100%

User Rewards
(in game)

Rewards



Earn FX by playing the game and leveling up - Earn FX from
renting NFTs using the rental hub 
Purchase in-game "non NFT" items and upgrades including
weapons, armor, skins, perks + more 
Staking for both FX and FXG tokens, each offering different
APY 
Stakers can earn tournament passes (Free entry to Flight
Force 4 run tournaments) 
All stakers will go in weekly lottery draws for tokens, NFTs,
and in game items 
Swap FX for FXG in the swap hub
Earn and use FX tokens in FF4 discord + Multiverse worlds

F X  U S E  C A S E S



Staking, 3 month, 6 month, 9 month, 12 month - offering
higher APY for longer lockup, users can choose FX OR FXG as
the reward token, each having different incentives but both
offering all of the following benefits. 
Stakers can earn tournament passes (Free entry to Flight
Force 4 run tournaments) 
Stakers will receive a random in game item or upgrade, the
longer the staking term + more tokens locked up, the better
the items/upgrades! 
All stakers will go in weekly lottery draws for tokens, NFTs,
and in game items 
All future In game NFTs will be minted with FXG tokens
(Again the majority of these tokens used for minting will be
burned) - Governance (Voting) for stakers who have an OG
Defender in the same wallet 
Swap FXG for other Cryptocurrencies 
Use in Liquidity Pools 
Use in Multiverse for purchases, minting Flight Force 4 NFTs
and more

F X G  U S E  C A S E S



Our in-game rental hub plays the central role in our model. This hub will
be a hive of activity with custom rental contracts between users being
utilised. Using this rental hub will be very simple - navigate to the Rental
Hub in-game, select "Rental Contracts" and begin creating a custom
rental contract either to advertise on the hub, or for a specific user/wallet
address. You can edit the length of the rental, whether or not to include
an upfront rental fee (plus amount), the wallet address you wish to rent
to, the items you wish to grant that wallet access to, and the percentage
split of earned tokens. 

This opens up a world of options and opportunities on many levels
including passive earning ability for NFT holders. Breaking down the
barrier of entry for players who might not have the the financial means to
afford an NFT to access the game - they now have the chance to access
the game for a fraction of an NFT price, or even for free! Flight Force 4
will tap into this huge userbase with our own Gaming Guild! This rental
system is also very safe and secure, your NFTs never actually leave your
wallet, you simply grant a chosen wallet address access to the "in-game"
3D characters/items you hold in your own wallet.

R E N T A L
H U B



Flight Force 4 recognises that globally, there are millions of gamers
without the financial means to afford expensive gaming consoles, games,
and even the NFTs to access a platform like this! This is where our FF4
Gaming Guild comes into play and becomes - combined with our rental
hub, a powerful tool to onboard thousands of gamers to our platform by
lowering the cost of entry! We are offering scholarships to selected
players giving them access to our game and NFTs using our own Flight
Force 4 NFT treasury!

This system is not just limited to FF4 either, any NFT holder can tap into
this player pool along with other gaming guilds to establish a very
healthy player base before the Flight Force 4 game even launches! This is
a win for both the players, but also Flight Force 4 and NFT holders, as
these players will earn tokens, and FF4/NFT holders will take a
percentage of those tokens too. A large portion of this revenue will be
used for the Gaming Guild, including using the funds to sweep our own
NFT collection floors to increase our NFT treasury collection allowing us
to scale and offer more scholarships.

G A M I N G
G U I L D



R O A D M A P

Helios Defender
NFT Mint

Female 3D Defenders 

ZSC Multiverse launch
with access to

Defender HQ world 

Launch Beta Version of
FF4 game Q4 2022

Complete Defender
minting

FXG Token claim for
NFT Holders (25%)

FXG Token launch
(TGE)

Begin game build

OG Defender mint

Art & 3D Modelling 

Multiverse
partnership

INCEPTION

Launch X-ion
character NFTs



Not only are we offering our NFT holders all of the value associated
with our game and tokens, but we are also giving them access to the
Metaverse via Zombie Social Clubs "Multiverse". FF4 has partnered
with 9 other amazing projects in a joint venture to create a mega
community in this Multiverse. Each project will have its own custom
world(s) you can explore, participate in games, giveaways, seed phrase
hunts, parties, and all sorts of other fun events. The plan is to start with
10 projects on launch (mid november), from there, we aim to add
hundreds, or even thousands of projects to this Multiverse, each with
their own world(s). There will always be an event to attend, always
something fun to do in the Multiverse 24/7 across this giant web3
mega community, with the original 10 projects leading the way. 

Flight Force 4 has already began building their custom OG only
"Defender HQ" space base where we will hold all sorts of events
including our "Defender Bounty". This will involve searching the FF4
world for clues on rogue Defenders, once enough clues are found,
users will be able to guess which Defender is the suspect and win
tokens, USDC, and NFTs! We cannot wait to do this with our OG
community! FF4 will also build other worlds incorporating all of our
NFT collections too! The Multiverse is built in Unity, so this adds
another platform for our 3D 
characters as the Game is built 
in Unreal Engine 5! This opens
up so many opportunities for us
in web3 to expand to. This 
amazing utility alone is enough 
reason to get involved and grab 
a FF4 NFT to get involved!

M U L T I V E R S E



The team at Flight Force 4 has had 3 years in web3 to see what does
and doesn't work when it comes to projects and their revenue
models! This gives us a massive advantage to implement some
amazing solutions that we know will work, along with some totally
fresh ideas that separate us from other projects! 

When we combine everything we are offering, our NFTs, our game,
the rental hub, the gaming guild, and the very clever token/reward
system, along with the unlimited ability to expand our game, we
create a very robust and sustainable business model. The revenue
generation comes from players using our platform, this creates
transactions, this fills our treasury wallet with funds to burn our FXG
token and in doing so increase value for both the token holders, but
also the earning ability for gamers. With these 
options available to us, we can create a 
sustainable model that can scale infinitely
 which is something that web3 is yet to 
see - but not for long!

H O W  D O E S  F L I G H T  F O R C E  4  C O M B I N E  A L L
O F  T H E S E  F E A T U R E S  T O  G A I N  V A L U E  A N D
C O N T I N U E  T O  G R O W  A N D  S C A L E ?

F O C U S  &
T H E  F U T U R E



Flight Force 4 is going to be cross chain! 
We recognize that the future is cross chain, and will be integrating
this firstly with our NFTs beginning on Ethereum and shifting to
other popular chains soon after. This is going to open up many
opportunities for Flight Force 4 including creating access to our
platform for multiple users from different chains, but also the ability
to create friendly competition between those chains through
tournaments and live leaderboards using our Defender Planets, and
X-ion divisions assisting in building sub communities. Eventually
there will be token liquidity across these chains providing many
options for users on our platform. We are very excited to begin
integrating other chains starting in November 2022 with our Serum
Planet Defender NFT collection, the other collections to follow!

C R O S S  C H A I N



Website: https://www.flightforce4.com

Twitter: https://twitter.com/flightforce4 

Discord: https://discord.gg/flightforce4

Medium: https://medium.com/@FlightForce4 

Instagram: http://instagram.com/flightforce4 

OG Opensea: https://opensea.io/collection/flightforce4 

Helios Opensea: https://opensea.io/collection/helios-defenders

Founder: https://twitter.com/Shot_CC 

Founder: https://twitter.com/enzocxrter 
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